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ROAD SAFETY STRATEGIES 

Statement by Minister for Road Safety 
MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys — Minister for Road Safety) [9.13 am]: I recently travelled to Sydney to see 
firsthand what the effects of a car crash are under controlled conditions. As part of my visit I attended the Crash 
Lab facility in western Sydney where the Australasian New Car Assessment Program, or ANCAP, carries out 
most of its tests. Later I was briefed on the road safety initiatives being put in place in New South Wales. Crash 
Lab is a first-class facility where not only vehicles, but also child restraints and crash helmets are tested for their 
effectiveness. The information from these tests is important in helping car manufacturers develop safer vehicles 
and, ultimately, in giving car buyers information to make an informed choice about vehicle safety.  

I am pleased to say that Western Australia has helped further this process with our Stars on Cars program, which 
I launched last May. Under this program, the vast majority of new car dealers in WA are now opting to display 
ANCAP safety ratings where available on vehicles they are selling. This is an important part of our Towards 
Zero road safety strategy that identifies safer vehicles as one of its key elements. We know, for example, that 
death and serious injury on our roads could be reduced by as much as 40 per cent if everyone drove the safest 
vehicles in their class.  

While at Crash Lab I was also privileged to try out firsthand, and under controlled conditions, the benefits of 
electronic stability control. This feature makes a dramatic difference to the handling of a car in emergency 
conditions. Again, it is a feature that could help bring our road toll down significantly if we all drove vehicles 
fitted with it. I was also briefed by Dr Soames Job, the director of the Centre for Road Safety in New South 
Wales. Under his guidance, New South Wales reduced the death rate on its roads to 5.67 deaths per 100 000 
population last year. In Western Australia the rate was about 9.26 deaths per 100 000 people, which is of course 
far too high. Dr Job gave me some extremely interesting insights into the most effective strategies, and I will be 
pursuing many of these ideas further where appropriate for Western Australian conditions. 

During my two-day visit, I attended a briefing by the Australian Crime Commission, which is carrying out some 
very important work in the national fight against organised crime. While there, I was briefed by the chief 
executive officer, John Lawler, and one of the commission’s examiners, Tim Sage. Both men stressed the 
ongoing need for the states to continue sharing information about organised crime activity and gave further detail 
on the threat that organised crime groups, such as outlaw motorcycle gangs, pose to our country. This 
information has renewed my view that we need to toughen laws in this area. I am delighted to be working closely 
with our Attorney General on this matter.  
 


